The view from the islands

This article aims to present an alternative way to see the borderland beyond national boundaries. Through the case of the Ogasawara Islands, it explicates ‘the view from the islands’ that contests with the concept of the border defined by the nation-state. Just like many places in so-called borderland regions, the Ogasawara Islands have been marginalized and militarized for many years, and a major military base of Japan Self-Defense Forces still remains there. From the point of view of the state, it is crucial to militarily secure these islands, which lie on the edge of Japanese territory, for reasons of defense. However, in the islanders’ view, Ogasawara has never been located at the periphery of one single nation, preserving its own expanding locus towards many others. To clarify this view from the islands, the article suggests utilizing music and dance, vital media to illustrate human bonds that transcend national borders. Ogasawara musical culture exemplifies multiple connections of the islands with other places and peoples, and suggests an alternative vision of the borderland that celebrates crossing, mobility, and trans-border networks.
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Located in the Pacific Ocean south of Japan, the Ogasawara Islands (or Bonin Islands in English) have been continuously marginalized by different political regimes. Five Westerners and some 20 people from Hawai‘i first settled in the uninhabited islands of Ogasawara in 1830, and were later followed by more migrants from Western countries as well as Micronesia. Since then, the island people have suffered various political manipulations and militarization. For instance, when the Japanese government began its colonial scheme of Ogasawara, the Westerner/Pacific Islander residents were forced to be Japanese citizenry, and yet were labeled and marginalized as binary (literally meaning ‘different people,’ but has connotation of ‘aliens’). During the Pacific War (1941–45), the islands were fortified against the invading US military campaign; one of the islands Iwo Tō (‘Iwo Jima’ in English) became the place for the fierce Battle of Iwo Jima (9 February–26 March 1945). All the civilians were forced to evacuate to the unfamiliar land of mainland Japan, and to live desperate hand to mouth existences. Then, after the war, the US Navy took control of Ogasawara, together with Okinawa, Amami, Tskara, and other islands in Micronesia, and allowed only Western descendants to return to the islands.7 The Japanese settlers of the islands were excluded from their home land and became refugees in mainland Japan. During this period, against the Japanese non-nuclear policy, the US Navy deployed nuclear weapons on the islands of Chichi Jima and Iwo Tō. In 1968, the islands were returned to Japanese administration. The reversion again troubled the Western descendents, who experienced difficulties and discrimination with the newly introduced social system. Today, the Ogasawara Islands are basically safe and at peace, but some social problems due to the fringed locality still remain unresolved. For instance, after the reversion, the Japanese government maintained the island of two Tō for military and other strategic purposes. So, the former two Tō residents are still unable to return to the island even after 70 years; many who remained in exile died amidst nostalgia for home.

Militarization and marginalization of Ogasawara also appear in the politics of memory. Again, the island of two Tō is a good example. Since the Pacific War, a substantial number of records about the Battle of two Jima has been collected, including detailed statistics of the battle and strategies against the US military campaign. Yet little is known today about daily life on the island before the war; it is acknowledged, however, that the unique lifestyle and cultural activities are closely associated with the locality and landscape. For instance, as there was no stream or pond for fresh water on the island of two Tō, the people collected rainwater in huge tanks, in which goldfish were released to provide water for farms, which obtained enough moisture from the morning dew caused by the temperature differences between day and night. There were also rich and diverse cultural activities, including bon dance conventions during summertime, sumo wrestling tournaments dedicated to the two Tō shrines, film viewings in the elementary school’s courtyard, and dance events derived from Micronesia where some Ogasawara Islanders also worked temporarily. However, in their own view, Ogasawara people are never located in a marginalized border, and see themselves connected to many others.

Musical culture

The consciousness of Ogasawara’s expanding loci typically appears in their musical activities. For instance, the islanders perform traditional bon dance, and share bon dance music with respect to the Japanese immigrants who began various cultural activities in this place of isolation and solitude. They also enjoy songs and dance derived from Micronesia (currently recognized as Ogasawara cultural heritage), and extend their sentiments towards past islanders who travelled around the Pacific, subject to the politics of different nation-states.8 The summer rock music festival jenmin is a legacy of the American period; the so-called Western descendents islanders played rock ‘n’ roll and country music during the US Navy era, and these activities continued and expanded on the islands after the reversion. The current Ogasawara residents even practice hula, in which they embrace nostalgia for the early Hawaiian migrants and their cultural practices that still remain on the islands today.9 In their variety of musical activities, the Ogasawara Islanders’ preserve gratitude and affinity to many peoples: the early settlers who created a community in the middle of nowhere; Japanese immigrants who enriched the islands with music and dance, anonymous Micronesians who inherited the cultural heritage of Ogasawara; and numerous other migrants who crossed boundaries to bring a wide diversity of musical culture to this small and remote community. Without these multiple narratives of crossing, the variety of musical activities would never appear as it does today on the Ogasawara Islands.8

In the plurality of history and culture, Ogasawara people feel sympathy and rapport with many others and identify themselves beyond the border or boundaries of a single nation-state. The border imagined through the nation and international politics creates tangible boundaries: fences, walls, and security gates with soldiers and militarized equipment. Even though national borders are imaginary and imagined constructs, they eventually regulate people’s crossing and mobility, and further confine our mentality to see the borderlands within one-sided nation-based discourses. However, as shown in the case of Ogasawara, people living in the borderlands indeed live beyond these boundaries. They may not be able to escape appropriation by the wider discourses and ideology of nation-states; nevertheless, we still recognize local collective politics that attempt to overcome the conventional gaze towards the borderlands. The view from the islands allows us to realize the borderlands in an alternative way in which music helps us to see crossing and multiple interactions of people beyond boundaries.
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